To our valued Clients,
Uncertainty has been the common theme these past weeks across the nation. In response to
the national emergency as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, Legacy Capital Partners Inc. (LCP)
has reviewed our policies and the infrastructure we put in place to protect both our clients and
our employees. LCP is taking every reasonable and necessary precaution to ensure our team’s
health and overall well-being remain a priority. We will not be closing our office at this time and
remain available for our clients’ needs by email and phone. We have a business continuity plan
in place, as well as technology to enable employees to work remotely, if needed, to ensure we
are available to service you. We expect no disruption in our service but if slight delays occur, we
appreciate your patience and understanding. We will continue to communicate with you as the
investment and economic landscape shifts.
As the sixth oldest investment advisor firm in the state of Wisconsin, LCP and our clients’ have
seen severe conditions through the decades—including 1987’s largest one day drop, the
recession of the early 1990s, the dot-com bubble burst in the early 2000s, including the tragic
events of 9/11, to the Great Recession of 2008. Our experienced team remains firmly
committed in our mission to provide peace of mind and sound judgment to our clients during
such heightened times.
There are parallels of this pandemic with previous unexpected shocks to our economy. The
recovery could be long, but together we will come through on the other side stronger. We urge
you to take every precaution that healthcare leaders are suggesting.
Above all, on behalf of the entire Legacy Capital Partner team, we hope you and your loved
ones remain healthy and safe. Thank you for the trust and confidence you have placed with us,
and we will continue to work diligently on your behalf.
Respectfully,
Legacy Capital Partners Inc.
Thomas J. Wickman, President
Jeffry J. Brigman, Vice President

